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LICENSING: NEW TECHNICIAN CLASS QUESTION

JANUARY, 2014
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•

POOL RELEASED
The NCVEC Question Pool Committee has released the new 2014-2018
Technician Class, Element 2, question pool to the public. This pool will
take effect on July 1, 2014, and will remain valid until June 30, 2018. The
current Technician question pool, released in 2010, is valid until June 30,
2014. -- Maria Somma, AB1FM, ARRL/VEC Manager Copied from:
http://www.arrl.org/arrlletter/?issue=2013-12-19
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WORLD GENESIS FOUNDATION
www.WorldGenesis.org
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•
There is a new educational video about
7
•
Amateur Radio. It is free to view and
8
•
share and can be found here:
7
•
http://youtu.be/ivUMIADFSDw
7
•
It has been created for anyone who wishes to encourage youth and adults to
8
•
explore the world of Ham Radio and it also can be found on the home page of the
8
•
project website at www.RadioQRV.com.

MILESTONES: VOICE OF RUSSIA -- FORMER "RADIO MOSCOW" -- TO END
SHORTWAVE BROADCASTS

5
Voice of Russia (VOR), the former Radio Moscow during the USSR era, will cease shortwave broadcasts as 6
of January 1, 2014. From the 1950s through the 1980s, the station, as Radio Moscow, was a virtual beacon for
7
short-wave listeners (SWLs), many of whom gravitated into Amateur Radio. Voice of Russia currently
7
broadcasts to 160 countries in 38 languages for an aggregate 151 hours per day on short and medium waves,
on FM, via satellite, and via the Internet. Earlier this year shortwave transmissions were cut to 26 hours a day7
7
in all languages, down from more than 50 hours a day in 2012.
8
VOR, which claims to be the first radio station to broadcast internationally, will
continue to broadcast online and via three medium-wave transmitters. In 2003 VOR8
was among the first major international radio broadcasters to launch daily broadcasts
to Europe in Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM).
As a result of a decree signed earlier this month by Russian President Vladimir Putin,
the Voice of Russia radio company officially ceased to exist on December 9 and merged with several other
state-run news agencies as part of Rossia Segodnya, a Russia-based international news service. Putin's decree
also abolished the State Fund of Television and Radio Programs, placing it under control of All-Russia State
Television and Radio Broadcasting Company. Copied from: http://www.arrl.org/arrlletter/?issue=2013-12-19
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WORKING A BREAKPOINT
ARES E-LETTER 12/18/2013

Serving as a ham radio operator at a bike ride breakpoint is a very gratifying experience, and by sharing that experience
with you, I hope to entice you into doing it, too. So come along for a day of serving as the ham radio link at a breakpoint
for the Tour de Pink Bike Ride, a breast cancer fund-raiser, held in Rose Hill, Texas. The event is run by the Tour de
Pink organization, and ham radio operators furnish a communications net to link its component breakpoints and
vehicles.
We start planning several weeks before the event, with an email from a net organizer asking for hams to volunteer to
serve at breakpoints. I sign up. Nothing further happens until a day or two before the event, at which time a series of
emails provide a map of the course, frequency information and assignments. My assignment is Breakpoint 6.
Breakpoints are rest stations for the cyclists. They are positioned at intervals along the event's course, with each headed
by a breakpoint coordinator and staffed by volunteers. Breakpoints provide water, Gatorade, snacks, and often bicycle
repairs.
A ham net serves to connect the breakpoints and vehicles to the officials controlling the event and to each other. The net
consists of several transceivers and operators linked together through a dedicated repeater. This enables all members of
the net to hear each other.
The Net Control Station (NCS) is the central operator who is the link between the ham net and the officials in charge of
the event. All calls go through Net Control unless he directs otherwise.
Using the information and map supplied, I determine the exact locations of the pre-event breakfast and of the
breakpoint, and enter them into my GPS. In the sleepy darkness of early morning, this will be a big help. In addition, I
have a plastic panel that I use as my "cockpit information board." I tape on it any maps and other information I might
need. This board is kept on the floor in front of the car's passenger seat, handy at all times but out of the way.
The day before the event I install my radio on the front passenger seat of the car and place the magnetic mount and
antenna on the car roof. I put on my luminescent safety vest with its name badge, and strap on my homemade Sam
Browne belt that will serve to hold my handheld on my chest. I program my handheld and my mobile unit with all
needed frequencies and codes, using the same channel assignments in both radios to minimize confusion. I have
information tags on each radio that summarize how to program a new frequency and that list current frequencies and
codes. I go to bed early.
Continued page 6-BREAKPOINT

JANUARY, 2014 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:
The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/- 600 kHz, PL=100Hz).
Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.” Note you can also find the complete ARES
Net Control Schedule on the GMWS web site at http://www.gmws.net. Simply click use the ARES link in the
“Upcoming Events and Amateur News” section of the home page. It is possible that the schedule will change, so check
the web site often for updates.
DATE

WHO

CALL

TYPE

JAN 6

JIM

N0VVV

RC

JAN 13

GERRY

WY2Y

TR

JAN 20

SAM

W1IBR

RC

JAN 27

TIM

WA1VT

TR

DEC 31

TIM

WA1VT

TR
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Regular Meeting of the Green Mountain Wireless Society, Red Cross Building, 117 Strongs Ave.,
Rutland, VT. DECEMBER 10, 2013.
1. Pledge of allegiance and Call to Order: 7:05PM President Tim WA1VT called meeting to order
2. Approval of minutes as printed in Key Klicks. Motioned and approved.
3. Reports of Officers and Standing Committees.
3.a. Secretary Minutes accepted as published in KK. The club received a card from Mrs. Flagg of Jacksonville
Florida acknowledging in thanks the card we sent last meeting.
3.b. Treasurer: we are solvent.
3.c. Other: Clothing order. Gerry WY2Y reported all orders have been filled satisfactorily.
4. Merit Badge and Ham License Class Update: Tim WA1VT reported We think all scouts have or are close to
finishing the badge portion and it is hoped most of the scouts will pass the license exam. They have flash cards
for practice and some report using online test sites to practice. Others saw our listing on the ARRL web site
and will be testing.
5. Additional Old Business? None Reported
6. New Business
7. Field Day 2014 and Sweeps
7.a Same Sun installing a solar system behind the Field Day Site and expect to finish in 6 mos. Jeff N1YTY
wondered about RF from the controllers if the units are movable ones. It would be nice if we could get a rep
from Same Sun to talk at a meeting.
7.b. we are category 4A, one of 169 4A participants. Top Station overall was W3AO, Potomac Valley Radio
Club with a score of 33,724, 10,275 QSO’s, 113 participants. They operated 29A. Total number overall QSO’s
for all stations was 1,268,916.
We, GMWS (N1VT & WA1VT) had 1202 QSO’s for a total score of 4,262. We had 20 participants. We
placed second out of thirteen entries in the Vermont District. First in the district was W1NVT, Radio
Amateurs of No VT with 4,547 QSO’s, a score of 13,876 QSO’s. They had 30 Participants.
7.c. November Sweeps: The EOC was opened for the Boy Scout Radio Class participants so they could try
their hand at radio contesting. Two of the scouts made 36 contacts in 23 sections. Thanks to Frank (W1AD),
Caid (KA1PKN) Claudius (AB1TA) and Ann Mary (AB1CH) for participating.
It was reported that the Alpha Delta Di-pole seems to work well for the EOC for now.
8. VE Testing: The VE session for The Boy Scout Badge class and whoever else wants to test is set for
Wednesday, 18December 2013 at 7 PM at the Red Cross building on Strongs Ave.
9. Break: 7:15 PM we had a break prior to the evening’s program
10. Program Presentation PSK-31 by Caid KA1PKN
PSK stands for Phase Shift Key. It is very good for low noise radio conditions. It has no error correction so it
is good for data but not where accuracy is needed. You can fir 20 PSK conversations in the space of 1 SSB
conversation. Only one piece of equipment is needed such as the SignaLink USB. There are macro buttons
that can be set up for whatever the operator wants for basic text but they need to be sent more than once each.(
i.e. CQ CQ CQ De KP1PKN… CQ CQ CQ De KP1PKN…) PSK is always sent in the Upper Sideband. Tope
power output is 40 WATTS. There is a program you can check your signal and garner a lot of information at
http://www.ssiserver.com/info/pskmeter/. “232” connectors will not work with Windows 8. You can have
more than one conversation with more than one person going on at a time.
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Prez Sez

Tim WA1VT

Happy New Year!!!
After Caid's, (KA1PKN) Psk31 demonstration at our last meeting I got a Tigertronics SignaLink, installed it and I am
now up on PSK31! I'm also happy to say that I now have mobile capability. New stuff for the new year!
At our license exam session we had 4 applicants pass the Technician test, 1 General and 1 Extra Class. Applicants
came from as far away as Vergennes. Our scouts struggled with the exam but 1 of them passed the Technician test.
Congratulations to scout Alex Stute. We will be having a series of review classes for the Boy Scouts who have
expressed an interest in having another shot at the Technician exam after further study.
All of the scouts achieved their scouting Radio Merit Badge. All were presented with a framed "Certificate of
Completion" from the club for completing the classes we provided.
Our Vermont Ham Convention, HAM-CON 2014, will be Saturday, February 22nd at the Holiday Inn Convention
Center, South Burlington. Last year there were a number of good presentation sessions and I'm looking forward to
another good Hamfest. Please be sure to save the date if you would like to attend. We will discuss car pooling at the
February meeting.
That's it for now. I hope the new year brings us all good fortune, good health and many blessings.
73 and good DX,
Tim - WA1VT

PROTECT YOUR GEAR FROM ESD
Dan KB6NU

Electrostatic discharge, or ESD for short, has been a concern for anyone involved in electronics ever since we made the transition
from vacuum tubes to transistors. I was schooled about ESD when I worked as a test engineer for a company called Doric Scientific
shortly after I got out of engineering school, and I wrote about it when I was an editor for Test&Measurment World magazine back
in the 1990s. If anything, it's even more of a concern today as electronic components get ever smaller.
In 1991, Bryan P. Bergeron, NU1N, published a two-part series on ESD (part 1:
http://www.arrl.org/files/file/Technology/tis/info/pdf/9104019.pdf, part 2:
http://www.arrl.org/files/file/Technology/tis/info/pdf/9105028.pdf) in QST. His suggestions about how to prevent ESD damage are
as good now as they were 20 years ago:
- Consider using a room humidifier to increase the relative humidity in your shack, or wherever you work on electronic equipment
to 65% RH or higher.
- Use grounded wrist straps when handling ESD-sensitive devices.
- Use grounded, anti-ESD work mats when working on electronic equipment.
- Use a grounded soldering iron and anti-static tools.
- Use anti-static bags and containers for storing and transporting electronic equipment.
- Connect the chassis of all your gear to a good earth ground.
- Consider purchasing a desktop ionizer to neutralize static buildup on your workbench.
I might also add consider grounding the chairs that you use in your shack or discharging yourself after getting up from the chair in
your shack. I know that the worst electrostatic discharges that I experience are after I get up from my chair. You can even buy ESDsafe chairs (http://www.all-spec.com/products/Benches_and_Chairs%7CChairs_and_Accessories%7CCHR-00/), but they are kind
of expensive.
Continued on page 7-PROTECT
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TEN YEARS AGO AT GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS
Compiled by Jeff Freeman N1YTY
In January we await news about the Winter Hamfest in February. In 2004 it was held at the Milton High School with
vendors, flea market, forums, ham friends and exam session. It was in its 22nd year then.
What might happen if there was a failure of phone service, all of a sudden? There was such a problem affecting
Proctor, Pittsford, Chittenden and parts of Rutland. Apparently Fair Haven was affected because Frank W1AD had a
group that went to assist with phone and 911. In short, ham operators stepped up and worked with fire chiefs either to
be ready or actually handle calls. The public was informed by way of a crawler on TV screens. This fell short of a
full scale emergency but actions were taken to be ready.

A BLAST FROM THE PAST

Here is a photo from 1999. Jeff Wood KA1OLE is talking over a problem with Bob Allen
WA1ONT. (Old Nasty Technician). That’s the generator we borrowed from the Army then.

We recall how hot it was deep inside that tent.
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BREAKPOINT
Continued from page 6-

At 0430 hours the next morning, I arrive at the pre-event breakfast and meet the net organizer. He has obtained
permission to use the Rose Hill repeater, K5IHK, and he provides updates about the event. This meeting is also a good
time get help with my radio if I need it. Breakfast is a short but enjoyable event. Everyone is wide awake and cheerful,
looking forward to the day ahead.
At 0530 hours I go to my assigned breakpoint. It is still dark and the breakpoint is on a rural road with little lighting and
sparse signage. I drive to the dot on the GPS and then look around until I spot the breakpoint site, a parking area in front
of a general store and cafe. I am the first person to arrive at the breakpoint. I am glad to be wearing a reflective vest. It
may save me from being run over in the darkness and it will identify me during the day.
By arriving early, I can choose a location for my mobile unit/car that is tucked away out of obvious work areas or traffic
lanes, but yet convenient to the breakpoint work area. I parked my car so that its headlights will help others identify the
breakpoint site in the predawn darkness.
Next, I consult the map to see if the course has a turn near my breakpoint, and check to see if there are turn signs to
guide the riders as they approach it. The signs are there. If they had not been there, or if I had found any other problems,
then I would have reported them to Net Control at check in.
The net activates at 0630 hours and I check in with Net Control. I will monitor Net Control at all times for the rest of the
day. I can call him at any time but only on "business." It is the net controller's responsibility to convey information to
the bicycling event officials and, through me, to the coordinator of Breakpoint 6. Disposition of issues affecting the
cyclists and the event is solely the event officials' responsibility. I have a dual role in that I serve both as the eyes and
ears of Net Control, and as the voice of the breakpoint coordinator.
The volunteers in charge of the breakpoint are not there when I arrive, but arrive shortly. If they had not shown up, then
I would have reported that to Net Control.
I confer with the coordinator as soon as possible. I will use my ham radio to link her to the Tour d' Pink officials via the
ham net. I will remain at the breakpoint until it closes after the departure of the last rider and the "turtle," a car or truck
that follows after the last rider. I ask her if the position of my mobile station is acceptable. If not, it is easier to find a
better location early, before other vehicles arrive. She approves my unit's location.
It is impressive to see how rapidly the volunteers turn a piece of bare concrete into a complete cyclist refreshment
center. Our breakpoint has a bicycle repairman. He is a commercial vendor who brings his own tent and equipment. He
provides excellent service, repairing not only the bikes but also the riders' shoes and other special gear. It is remarkable
how much he can do and how efficiently he can do it.
My handheld radio serves only as a receiver and I have two sets of spare batteries for it. Through it I can always hear
Net Control. When a call comes in over the handheld, I go to my car and answer on my mobile unit, which is not only
more powerful but also has a better (car roof - mag-mounted 5/8 wavelength) antenna. Breakpoint 6 has its own DJ with
very powerful speakers providing loud, vibrant music throughout the site and throughout the day. My car, with quiet
inside, provides an ideal working environment for my radio station. It consists of a 5 watt dual band transceiver
mounted in a small Igloo cooler. The cooler also contains a power supply, a 7.5 amp-hour battery, and the accessories
for the radio itself. It sits on a level plywood platform on the front passenger seat with an incline that faces the radio
upward towards my head. There is also a car battery in a plastic box on the back deck, with connecting cables to the
radio. The radio is not connected to the car's electrical system, and therefore I can leave it on all day without fear of a
dead car battery. The wire from the roof antenna passes through the rubber door seal without damage to either itself or
to the door.
During the day I help the breakpoint coordinator. For example, at 1100 hours, Breakpoint 6 was running out of
Gatorade. While monitoring the net I had heard that Breakpoint 2 was closing down for the day, since all riders had
passed that location. I knew that early breakpoints have lower Gatorade consumption because fresh riders often skip
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them. I asked Net Control if Breakpoint 2 had any Gatorade left, and could it be sent to Breakpoint 6. They did have
leftover Gatorade, and soon Breakpoint 6 had Gatorade, courtesy of Breakpoint 2. Situation resolved.
I also answer questions from the riders. My vest identifies me as a possible source of information, and most of their
questions can be anticipated and answers determined in advance.
The SAG request requires an important follow-up question. When a rider requests a SAG ride, I ask if he is having a
medical problem. One such rider answered that she had been having stomach pain for the last 30 minutes and that
resting at our breakpoint had not relieved it. I called Net Control and asked that a SAG come directly to pick her up,
identifying her over the radio only by her event number. If I had not asked the follow-up question, then she would have
had to wait until the next SAG, on his regular circular route, came to our breakpoint. If there is no medical problem, the
rider removes her helmet and waves it at the next passing SAG van.
My final duty is a pleasant one. Once the last rider and the turtle had left our breakpoint, I contacted Net Control and
told him that the turtle had left our location. He checked with the event officials and told me that Breakpoint 6 could
close down and that we were released from duty. I relayed this to the breakpoint coordinator and made everyone happy.
Serving as the ham radio link at a breakpoint is very rewarding and great fun as well. It is always a day well spent. This
was not the first time I have done this, and I hope it will not be the last. -- Peyton Barnes, M.D., KE5ZDZ, Houston,
Texas, skaevola@hotmail.com
Keep in mind GMWS helps out at various bike & marathon activities including March of Dimes and the Vermont City
Marathon.--Editor

PROTECT--Continued from page 4
Personally, I use an anti-static mat that I originally purchased for use with a computer keyboard and a wrist strap that was given to
me by an ESD consultant when I worked for the magazine. I use these religiously when building kits or working on any solidstate gear.
It's not hard to find anti-static products. RadioShack sells a wrist strap for only $1.23
(http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=2103245)! You can find a whole range of anti-static products on
Amazon, too. Wherever you get them, they're a good investment.

LOOKING AHEAD __________________________
GMWS MEETING: TUES. JANUARY 7, Red Cross Building, 117 Strongs Ave., Rutland, VT.
MINUTE MANREPEATER ASSOCIATION Wed, Jan 14 2014 Clay Center Observatory
CERT Meetings are the third Tuesday 7:00 pm @ American Legion. Post, Washington St., Rutland

ON THE LIGHT SIDE __________________________
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GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS
SOCIETY
PRESIDENT: WA1VT – TIM ABRAHAM
VICE PRESIDENT - W1IBR –SAN GOWAN
TREASURER: KD6RA - DAVID HAGOPIAN
SECRETARY: AB1CH- ANN MARY ROSENBROCK
KEY KLICKS EDITOR: N6EUP – CHRIS HAGOPIAN

___________________________
CLUB CALL SIGNS:
W1GMW: TRUSTEE—WA1ONT—BOB ALLEN
WG1Q: TRUSTEE —W1AD—FRANK D’AURIA
URL: WWW.GMWS.NET

Meeting: 2nd Tues., 7 PM, Red Cross, 117
Strongs Ave., Rutland., VT
Repeater: 147.045 (+/-) 100 Hz tone optional

PO Box 84

MARK YOUR CALENDAR ~NETS:
EVERY MONDAY:
• GMWS/ARES NET, 147.045, 7:30 PM
EVERY DAY:
• VERMONT PHONE TRAFFIC NET, 3857 MHZ, 7:30 PM
• VERMONT/NEW HAMPSHIRE TRAFFIC NET, 3539, 7:00 PM
• NEW ENGLAND PHONE NET, 3955 6:30 AM
EVERY SUNDAY:
• VERMONT PHONE EMERGENCY NET, 3976, 8:00 AM
• ACARA ROUNDTABLE 147.36 (100 HZ) 8:00 PM
(ALL TIMES ARE LOCAL)
UPCOMING VE SESSIONS:
• BURLINGTON AREA VE TEAM - RALPH (KD1R) 802-878-6454
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING
TUESDAY JANUARY 14, RED CROSS BUILDING, 117 STRONGS AVE.,
RUTLAND, VT..

program:
Key Klix deadline 25th of each month
E-mail n6eup@arrl.net (preferred)
US Mail: 50 Wickham Lane, Wallingford, VT
05773

Special thanks to our Key Klix contributors this month:
Jeff (N1YTY), Tim (WA1VT), Ann Mary (AB1CH) and Frank (W1AD)
- Ed.

PO Box 84
Rutland VT 05702
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